


Introduction & Analysis 

On March 1, 2017, Bishop Johnston created the Office of Discipleship and Faith For-
mation to spearhead a renewal of faith formation in our diocese. Our mission is to an-
swer the call of Pope Francis—find best practices in adult faith formation and evan-
gelization implement a process for forming missionary disciples.  

Our first task was to conduct a series of listening sessions for clergy (priest and dea-
cons), catechetical leaders, and other parish formators whether employed or volun-
teer. The purpose of these sessions was to gather information about parish desires 
and needs in the areas of evangelization, discipleship, and adult faith formation. We 
saw this as a vital first step in helping us understand what parish leaders were seeing 
and where we should begin.  

In May and June of 2017, two members of our office (Marc Cardaronella, Director 
and Scott McKellar, Associate Director) conducted 11 sessions throughout the dio-
cese. We asked two questions:  

1. What are your dreams for adult faith formation in your parish?  
2. What do you see as the obstacles to those dreams?  

Participants were divided into small groups to discuss ideas. Each group wrote their 
shared ideas on poster paper that was hung on a wall. Then every participant was 
given the opportunity to prioritize these ideas by casting six votes for Dreams and six 
votes for Obstacles. In some cases, ideas received no votes, while others got over-
whelming approval. It appears that sometimes more than six votes went to Obstacles 
because the total number for Dreams was 1083, while those for Obstacles were 
1322.  

It’s worth noting we encountered an enthusiastic desire to participate. Attendance 
was strong at these sessions with over 200 participants. As well, many people ex-
pressed their gratitude for the opportunity to be heard. 



For analysis, we listed the percentage of votes for each idea and arranged the items 
in descending order from greatest to least number of votes. The highest-ranking ide-
as were found consistently at all 14 sites. The raw data showed some ideas were 
unique to a single site. Items receiving less than 1% of the vote likely represent 
unique opinions rather than trends, but still deserved mention in this report.  

Because of the completely open nature of this inquiry we literally collected hundreds 
of unique responses. The voting process allowed us to prioritize these responses 
while retaining the large diversity of information.  

We attempted to consolidate the responses in two ways, first by loosely grouping 
similar ideas into a broader range of categories and tallying the votes. The catego-
ries with the highest number of votes are presented first. We’ll give this the most 
treatment since it gave the best picture of overall trends and popularity of responses.  

The second approach look at the number of responses more narrowly focused into 
nine categories, five in “Dreams” and four in “Obstacles.”  



Inclusivity 

The first item expressed a desire to have faith formation that includes everyone. For 
this category, we combined a number of items around the similar idea that offerings 
should reach all groups, cultures, ages, styles, and backgrounds, as well as, find 
“unique ways to reach people where they are”.  

This item appeared at numerous sites and had the highest common agreement with 
approximately 8% of participants prioritizing it. Clearly, there’s a great desire to see 
adult faith formation avoid exclusivity and reach a broad range of people.  

This item appears to overlap with item 11, “Different formats/programs reach/appeal 
to all” garnering 2.5% of the vote. Combining these gives this category 10.5% of the 
total responses. 

Group Prayer Opportunities 

The second highest item involved praying together in groups: communal prayer, re-
treats, and other activities such as times of silent prayer. Approximately 5% of partici-
pants prioritized this item. 

Small Groups 

The third highest item conveyed the desire for small group faith sharing.  

It is possible this could overlap with the category above, however, from the context of 
the sessions it seems this item focused more on Bible study and faith sharing than 
strictly prayer.  

Approximately 5% of participants prioritized this item. If item 2 and 3 were combined, 
then small groups, with different focuses, could be the considered second highest 
item overall with 10% of votes. 

 

Broad Analysis: Dreams 



Taking Advantage of Life Situations 

The fourth item was “Take advantage when people are there/Baptism/Marriage/
Funeral/illness/ Easter/Christmas.”  

This item involves recognizing the significant evangelization opportunities of certain 
life situations and using them for outreach. These are times when non-churchgoers 
go to church. It’s the easiest time to interest them, build relationships, and draw them 
in.  

Approximately 3.6 % of participants prioritized this item. 

Youth/Young Adult Outreach 

The fifth item bundled together the desire to have outreach programs and service op-
portunities for young adults and college-aged youth. Approximately 3.5% of partici-
pants prioritized this item.  

The fifth item likely overlaps with raw data item seven, “Open to anyone not just 
‘good Catholics’/millennials back to church – outreach” with another 3.5% of partici-
pants prioritizing this item.  

Again, we see here the aspiration to include to everyone, particularly young adults, 
who often don’t fit the mold for traditional parish life and have a hard time finding a 
place. If combined these items would total 7%. 

Mentoring/Ongoing Personalized Attention  

The sixth item was “Mentor program for new parishioners/RCIA follow-up” with ap-
proximately 3.5% of participants prioritizing this item. 

Mentor programs and RCIA follow-up would constitute similar initiatives and thus pair 
well. Both would involve helping new members get established in the parish commu-
nity through intentional, ongoing relationships with long-time parishioners where they 
could receive personalized attention.  

Personal Relationship with Jesus 

The eighth item (item seven having already been combined above) was “develop 
personal relationship with Jesus Christ/find people who have personal relationship.”  

This item was mentioned in a wide variety of groups and received approximately 
3.0% of participant’s votes.  

 



Items Receiving Two Percent of the Votes 

Each of these ideas received approximately 2% of the vote. Some may also overlap 
with the first eight items: 

• Teach how Church relates to current events 
• Parents involved in children’s faith/support/Church as central part of family life 
• Different formats/programs reach/appeal to all 
• Liturgy of Hours/deepening liturgy/celebrate/participate/mainspring of catechesis/

well-planned/propose Christ, draw people to Christ, compel people to make a de-
cision 

• Neighborhood outreach 
• All programs in same direction/shared goals 
• Participation  
• Invite others/new & unfamiliar/personal invite 

Items Receiving One Percent of the Votes 

Each of these ideas received approximately 1% of the vote. Some of these items defi-
nitely overlap with the first eight: 

• Teach how to pray 
• People excited/not afraid to show faith/on fire 
• Volunteers to help lead etc./show vulnerability 
• Club for young families/new parents/Singles/young/newly married 
• Social Media/online--content available for parishioners 
• Teach more about Mass/Sacraments 
• Help people know faith is more than an hour a week 
• Sound Doctrine! 
• Catechesis and Skills/training available -- New leadership development (20s & 

30s) 
• Feel invested in the community/develop more community bond/liturgy strive to 

build & maintain community/feel at home 
• More engaging over age 30 
• Diocesan-wide big budget presenters/workshops   
• Steubenville experiences for adults 
• Gifts/talents of individuals encouraged & used 



Time 

By far the number one item for obstacles was time. People’s lived are filled up and 
don’t have time for the Church. Participants observed a number of factors including 
“everyday life, busy schedules, priorities, and time.” It really comes to time and how 
people use it. Often, they don’t make adequate room in their lives for religion.  

This collection of similar items received approximately 17% of the vote and appeared 
consistently across sites with wide varieties of people.  

It is highly likely that Sports, the fifth item on the list, is a more specific example of the 
same idea. Sports received 4.8%. If combined these two would comprise almost 
22% of the total vote. 

Apprehension/Fear of New Situations 

The second highest obstacle was “Fear of sharing-fear of change/people out of 
"comfort zones /feel inadequate/lack of opportunities to dialogue & disagree safely/
lack of personal witness.”  

This item was mentioned in a wide variety of groups with approximately 10% of the 
vote. There’s a lot of different ideas mashed together here, but they all come down to 
apprehension about the unknown and a fear of being in a new situation with 
strangers. Many people in a parish don’t know each other. That creates difficulties in 
sharing of themselves and feeling like they belong. Additionally, these ideas express 
the fact that often parishes don’t have a community that fosters belonging and feeling 
comfortable. Lack of personal witness and sharing from pastors, staff, and estab-
lished parish members can contribute to all of this.  

Also, people can feel fear in losing control to Jesus…afraid of what he might ask 
them to do. The item “Fear of encounter with Jesus/faith” could be combined with this 

Broad Analysis: Obstacles 



to add an additional 3% for total of 13%. 

Money 

The third obstacle mentioned was “Money -- No budget, resources.” Again, this item 
was mentioned in a wide variety of groups and had approximately 8.5 % of partici-
pants prioritizing this item.  

Apathy 

The fourth obstacle involved “Apathy - Complacency/lack of fire and drive/lack of de-
sire to grow in faith/Contentment-don't know what they don't know/lack of under-
standing of need to learn.”  

This item was mentioned in a wide variety of groups and had approximately 5% of 
participant votes.  

Communication 

The sixth obstacle (5 was included above) was communication. This item was also 
mentioned in a wide variety of groups with approximately 3% of the votes. This idea 
is a little vague, but probably refers to both a lack of communication on the part of 
parishioners and inadequate communication channels for parishes to reach new pa-
rishioners.  

Lack of Volunteers 

The seventh obstacle was Lack of volunteers/instructors/training. This item was men-
tioned widely.  
Approximately 2.8% of participants prioritized this item.  

Culture 

The eighth obstacle was Culture/society. This was also mentioned widely and re-
ceived approximately 2.8% participant votes.  

This item is similar to the first obstacle and is likely a contributor. The culture today 
does not readily support faith and is at times draws people away from a life of faith.  

Items Receiving Two Percent of the Votes 

Each of these obstacles received approximately 2% of the vote. Some of these may 
also overlap with the first eight items: 

• Social Media/media confusing even in Church/lack of face to face social contact/
self-segregation due to technology/lack of personal interaction at mass & other 
events 



• Long term parishioners in charge & set in their ways -- should have term limits 
• Church teaching on social issues/ closed communion -- divorced & remarried, 

gay, LGBT, other Christians 
• Young people/lack of relevance/lack of parish to keep young adults involved/

motivating teenagers-capturing their attention 
• Self-motivation/laziness/lack of effort 

Items Receiving One Percent of the Votes 

Each of these obstacles received approximately 1% of the vote. Some of these items 
definitely overlap with the first eight items: 

• Priests 
• Lack of community building/people don't see need for relationship with the Com-

munity of the Church/individualism vs. Church as community people don't feel like 
they belong--would social draw them 

• Space 
• Good leadership/Leadership burnout 
• Parents not well catechized/parent & youth education/lack of family values 
• Lack of corporate/diocesan sensitivity to breadth of people's experiences, spiritu-

alties, ways and languages of prayer--lack of mental prayer/lack of belief in the 
True Presence-of prayer 

• Lack of cooperation between parishes /parishioners 
• Don't see importance of AFF/"I am a cradle Catholic-I don't need faith formation 
• Relevance to life/how to be relevant/ 



The individual sites varied greatly in their priorities and insights. Only two sites pri-
oritized dreams regarding liturgy. And, though they had a common focus of liturgy, 
their approaches were quite different.  

In the second analysis, we attempted to narrow the focus by fitting all ideas ex-
pressed into nine categories--five in Dreams and four in Obstacles—then tallying 
votes. This analysis was again made by using the raw data of every response and 
the number of votes given for each item. Since different numbers of participants re-
sponded at each site the number of total votes varies greatly but the relative interest 
is show in the accompanying charts.  

The following is a comprehensive consolidated chart of all the numbers combined. 

 

Narrow Analysis:  
Dreams & Obstacles 



The same can be said for “variety of highly appealing programs.” The interpretation 
of what was “highly appealing” and precisely how the Church should be relevant was 
very different and sometimes in opposition.  

That said, this analysis confirms what we saw previously, there’s an overwhelming de-
sire that our parishes and faith formation programs be welcoming, open, and inclu-
sive of all people. We can see the value placed on increased formation in spirituality 
and spiritual practices, as well.  

This analysis also shows that leaders feel time/priorities are the top obstacles to ef-
fective parish faith formation, as well as problems with apathy and attitude.  

We want to reiterate that the numbers represent votes. Everyone was given the op-
portunity to prioritize the ideas shared by casting six votes for Dreams and six votes 
for Obstacles.  

Number tallies for each site are shown in the pages below.  



 

 

ST. MARK LISTENING SESSION – May 11, 2017 

DREAMS 

Focus on Liturgy (0) 
More Intentional Leadership/Leadership Development (28)  

Spiritual Renewal/ Spiritual mentoring (3)  

Variety of Highly appealing programs (8) 

Welcome, Open, Encouraging (0) 

 

OBSTACLES 

Vision and Leadership (7) 

Youth, Staying relevant (1)  

Spiritual Problems and Attitudes (27) 

Time, Priorities, Distractions (28)  



 

 

CHANCERY LISTENING SESSION – May 16, 2017 

DREAMS 

Focus on Liturgy (16) 

More Intentional Leadership/Leadership Development (48)  

Spiritual Renewal/ Spiritual mentoring (23)  

Variety of Highly appealing programs (29) 

Welcome, Open, Encouraging (46) 

OBSTACLES 

Vision and Leadership (34) 

Youth, Staying relevant (23)  

Spiritual Problems and Attitudes (48) 

Time, Priorities, Distractions (37)  



 

 

OUR LADY OF GUADALUPE LISTENING SESSION – May 17, 2017 

DREAMS 

Focus on Liturgy (26) 

More Intentional Leadership/Leadership Development (11)  

Spiritual Renewal/ Spiritual mentoring (64)  

Variety of Highly appealing programs (54) 

Welcome, Open, Encouraging (0) 

 

OBSTACLES 

Vision and Leadership (9) 

Youth, Staying relevant (12)  

Spiritual Problems and Attitudes (84) 

Time, Priorities, Distractions (44)  



 

 

ST. CHARLES LISTENING SESSION – May 22, 2017 

DREAMS 

Focus on Liturgy (0) 

More Intentional Leadership/Leadership Development (8)  

Spiritual Renewal/ Spiritual mentoring (20)  

Variety of Highly appealing programs (60) 

Welcome, Open, Encouraging (70) 

 

OBSTACLES 

Vision and Leadership (23) 

Youth, Staying relevant (47)  

Spiritual Problems and Attitudes (33) 

Time, Priorities, Distractions (54)  



 

 

MARYVILLE – JUNE 7, 2017 

DREAMS 

Focus on Liturgy (0) 

More Intentional Leadership/Leadership Development (0) 

Spiritual Renewal/ Spiritual mentoring (58) 

Variety of Highly appealing programs (59) 

Welcome, Open, Encouraging (88) 

 

OBSTACLES 

Vision and Leadership (63) 

Youth, Staying relevant (26) 

Spiritual Problems and Attitudes (44) 

Time, Priorities, Distractions (69) 



 

 

EAT, PRAY & LEARN LISTENING SESSION – JUNE 7, 2017 

DREAMS 

Focus on Liturgy (0) 

More Intentional Leadership/Leadership Development (21)  

Spiritual Renewal/ Spiritual mentoring (57)  

Variety of Highly appealing programs (45) 

Welcome, Open, Encouraging (153) 

 

OBSTACLES 

Vision and Leadership (59) 

Youth, Staying relevant (32)  

Spiritual Problems and Attitudes (86) 

Time, Priorities, Distractions (109)  



 

 

OUR LADY OF LOURDES HARRISONVILLE - LISTENING SESSION – June 20,’17 

DREAMS 

Focus on Liturgy (0) 

More Intentional Leadership/Leadership Development (7)  

Spiritual Renewal/ Spiritual mentoring (10)  

Variety of Highly appealing programs (17) 

Welcome, Open, Encouraging (26) 

 

OBSTACLES 

Vision and Leadership (14) 

Youth, Staying relevant (3)  

Spiritual Problems and Attitudes (53) 

Time, Priorities, Distractions (16)  



 

 

ST. ELIZABETH - LISTENING SESSION – June 21, 2017 

DREAMS 

Focus on Liturgy (0) 
More Intentional Leadership/Leadership Development (0)  

Spiritual Renewal/ Spiritual mentoring (14)  

Variety of Highly appealing programs (65) 

Welcome, Open, Encouraging (24) 

 

OBSTACLES 

Vision and Leadership (26) 

Youth, Staying relevant (37)  

Spiritual Problems and Attitudes (21) 

Time, Priorities, Distractions (9)  

 



 

 

CHANCERY – June 22, 2017 

DREAMS 

Focus on Liturgy (0) 

More Intentional Leadership/Leadership Development (4) 

Spiritual Renewal/ Spiritual mentoring (17) 

Variety of Highly appealing programs (18) 

Welcome, Open, Encouraging (17) 

 

OBSTACLES 

Vision and Leadership (5) 

Youth, Staying relevant (19)  

Spiritual Problems and Attitudes (14)  

Time, Priorities, Distractions (20)  



What’s Next? 

We want to thank everyone who participated in these sessions. Your input is greatly 
appreciated and truly valuable to us.  

The way we surveyed people makes it difficult to draw concrete conclusions. Obvi-
ously, our attempt to harmonize the diverse opinions of many people cannot reflect 
the views of everyone. However, we heard from a good cross-section of pastors and 
parish workers involved with adult faith formation, and the ideas presented here are 
quite informative.  

We believe they provide us with powerful insights to help direct our future planning.  

As stated in the introduction, our office exists to help parishioners and parish staffs 
answer Pope Francis’ call to make missionary disciples. Not just followers of Jesus, 
but followers who are missionary. Disciples who can reach out and make other disci-
ples.  

For years Church leaders called for a "New Evangelization," a missionary effort to 
Catholics who, although baptized and catechized, have not caught the fire of Jesus 
Christ and live nominally Christian lives.  

The pastoral vision of Pope Francis and his theology of accompaniment give us a 
beautiful expression of the New Evangelization’s missionary call. Pope Francis ex-
horts the faithful to find those who struggle to be close to God, to "go out into the 
streets to seek our brother, to touch the flesh of Christ in those who suffer and who 
need the love of God." 

Discipleship utilizes a comprehensive, three-stage process:  
1. Know Christ (evangelization) 
2. Grow in Christ (deeper spiritual and doctrinal formation) 
3. Serve Christ (training for ministry) 



The discipleship process actually comes from the Bible. It’s drawn from a careful 
study of the New Testament--how Jesus formed the apostles and how they in turn im-
itated Jesus in establishing the early Church.  

This process is like a basic framework that can be implemented in different ways de-
pending on the personality of the parish, talents of the pastor, and charisms of the 
parishioners. It has some fundamental tenets, but it’s more like a loose scaffolding 
than a fixed program. This means it can accommodate various styles and expres-
sions, which will prove invaluable.  

In the coming months, as we learn about and experiment more with missionary disci-
pleship, we want to continue the dialogue we began with our listening sessions. We 
will continue to write on our blog and perhaps share insights in other ways. We would 
love to continue hearing your thoughts and ideas, as well.  

If you received this report, you are on our mailing list and will continue to receive ad-
ditional valuable content on missionary discipleship, evangelization, adult faith for-
mation, and how to share the Catholic Faith. If you don’t wish to continue receiving 
this content, you may unsubscribe at any time.  

Again, thank you so very much for your contributions to this project and for your fu-
ture cooperation in shaping evangelization, adult faith formation, and discipleship in 
our diocese.  
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